


Why data-driven storytelling?
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• Stands out from competitor/alternative creative
• Suited to social media
• Is engaging and interactive by design 
• Informs purchasing decisions
• Is suitable for both internal and external audiences
• “Show don’t tell”



How can data-driven storytelling be used in our sector?
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• For campaigns of all kinds! 
• EDMs
• Direct mail
• Donor reports and annual reports
• Admissions marketing
• Alumni, community, and stakeholder engagement
• Merchandise, exhibitions, signage… 
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HUMANS
HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
VISUAL
STORYTELLERS



Dataviz to the rescue…

1854 2020 

#flattenthecurve
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Pioneering datavisualisation
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What do you want your audience to think and do?
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accept | agree | begin | believe | change | collaborate 
commence | create | defend | desire | differentiate | do  

empathise | empower | encourage | engage | establish | 
examine | facilitate | familiarise | form | implement | include
influence | invest | invigorate | know | learn | like | persuade 
plan | promote | pursue | recommend | receive | remember 

report | respond | secure | support | simplify
start | try | understand | validate 

















Dataviz

Data “as is” 

Infographic

Employs editorial/artistic licence 
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A standard horizontal execution
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A novel vertical execution
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Timelines are a great way to start a story
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A network model used to fight COVID-19
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Actual COVID transmission networks
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Venn diagram
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• Shows relationships between data sets
• Overlaps are known as “intersections” 
• Comprises two or more “sets” (circles or other “closed curve" shapes)



Smith College
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Nobody illustrates like National Geographic
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Formatting matters…





Aim to be an explainer
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Aim to make people’s lives easier
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Process infographics can be very simple
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Process infographics can be very simple
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Pick your icons carefully!
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Comparison
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A different kind of comparison
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Comparison
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Featured numbers
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• The simplest of all dataviz formats
• Choose figures that provide a "story within a story"
• Can be any kind of measurement - speed, weight, currency, distance etc
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A comparison between
two very different things
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What’s in it?
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The same approach…
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The same approach…
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What’s in it?
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A piece of advice

>
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Telling stories about who you are, what you do 
(and why!)
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Aim for truth and beauty in your visualisations
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This table compares multiple dimensions
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A table can be more effective 
(and succinct) than multiple 
charts 

This colouration format is referred 
to as “heat mapping”



Tables can convey key messages succinctly 
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How will a screen reader make
sense of your content?
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Use meaningful link text 

• click here  |  Barriers to inclusion in the workplace

Alt text, always 

• Be descriptive yet succinct, replicate any text contained in the image, and use null alt 
where appropriate

Use true headings

Provide downloadable transcripts, and open captions on videos



Accessible dataviz is better dataviz
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Sum up what the data 
says in a 
“takeaway title”

Label data directly

Include a link to the raw 
data (CSV, or other 
machine-readable 
format) 



Be wary of “chartjunk”
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Avoid using unnecessary 
colours, fonts, icons, 
elements, and other 
effects that might distract 
the reader 



Accessible dataviz is better dataviz
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Font must be legible

Create a colour contrast 
accessible palette, and 
avoid using colour alone 
to convey information 



Data-driven storytelling – let’s get started!
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